
THE POLITICO
VILLAGERS GO DEER
HUNTING!
Yesterday on Morning Joe on MSNBC, Mike Allen of
Politico proudly announced that he, the managing
editor at Politico, John Harris, and Politico
executive editor Jim VanderHei all went on their
first deer hunt Monday. Must have been some
event!

LATE NIGHT: HIGH SEAS
HIJINX – PIRATES AND
MONKEYS ATTACK!

Arrrrr. Thats right matey, teh pirates be
back. It was just last April that US

flagged ship the Maersk Alabama was seized by
Somali pirates causing a five day standoff
finally resolved when Navy snipers took out the
pirates which by then had the Maersk captain
hostage in a lifeboat. The Maersk, its captain,
crew and cargo were all intact and saved.

That was then, this is now; and now the Maersk
Alabama, yep the same damn ship, has been
involved in yet another pirate attack. This
time, however, the pesky pirates were fended off
by an onboard security team. From The Guardian:

Somali pirates attacked the container
ship Maersk Alabama today for the second
time in seven months. Private guards on
board the US-flagged ship repelled the
attack with gunfire and a high-decibel
noise device.
…
Four pirates in a skiff attacked the
ship again today at about 6.30am local
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time, opening fire with automatic
weapons from about 300 yards away, a
statement from the US Fifth Fleet in
Bahrain said. A security team repelled
the attack by using evasive manoeuvres,
small-arms fire and a Long Range
Acoustic Device, which can beam
earsplitting alarm tones.

Vice Admiral Bill Gortney of the US
naval forces central command said the
Maersk Alabama had followed the maritime
industry’s best practices in having a
security team on board. “This is a great
example of how merchant mariners can
take proactive action to prevent being
attacked and why we recommend that ships
follow industry best practices if
they’re in high-risk areas,” he said in
a statement.

Roger Middleton, a piracy expert at the
Chatham House thinktank in London, said
the international maritime community was
solidly against armed guards, but that
American ships have taken a different
line.

Aye, they be rough seas for teh Alabama, but she
made it through unscathed this time. If you are
wondering why the Maersk Alabama was back at it
on the same route, refer back to this old post,
which explains that when transporting American
humanitarian relief supplies, organizations must
use a ship chartered in the US, US flagged, and
American crew pursuant to US law. There are not
that many available for this task, and the
Alabama is one of them. Fascinating factoid: the
respective captains of the Alabama for the two
pirate attacks are good friends and side by side
classmates together at the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy. Go figure.

And that is not the only news from the haunts of
Davy Jones on the front burner today. Oh no.
Back in March, as you may recall, an US
submarine had a little ooopsie and collided with
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an US warship. Turns out it was because those
randy sailors were too busy kickin out the jams
with their rigged up juke joint boom boxes in
the control rooms. From the New York Times the
results of the Navy investigation are announced:

The crew aboard a U.S. submarine made
dozens of errors before the vessel
collided with an American warship in the
Persian Gulf, an accident that exposed
lax leaders who tolerated sleeping,
slouching and a radio room rigged with
music speakers, a Navy review found.

Navy investigators placed blame for the
March collision on the submarine’s
”ineffective and negligent command
leadership,” including what they called
a lack of standards and failure to
adequately plan for crossing the busy
Strait of Hormuz.

Radios? Wacky behavior? The Straits of Hormuz??
Oh yeah, you just know the real culprit is The
Filipino Monkey! Oh, and by the way, that darn
Filipino Monkey haunts the Potomac too!

ROAD TRIP FRIDAY
Turns out my family seems to be convening on the
East Coast this weekend. So McCaffrey the
MilleniaLab are road tripping out to join them
today.

bmaz has the keys and I’ve stocked up the liquor
cabinet (so you all can bust in there and feel
like you’re pulling over a fast one on more
again).
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FINAL DECISION: THE
DIGNITY OF JUDGE
KAREN WILLIAMS
Federal judges live and serve in mostly quiet
and unappreciated dignity. That is certainly the
case with Fourth Circuit Judge Karen Williams.

THE BACKSTORY OF
SANFORD & SONNETS IS
DRIBBLING OUT
Well, I was just carping, in this post and
comments thereto, about what a fascinating
backstory must be behind the Sanford hothouse
potboiler story. Ask, and ye shall receive it
appears. The State from Columbia SC has a new
article up on just this topic.

JENNY SANFORD LAYS
THE WOOD TO LOVEY
GOVEY
Holy smoke Batman. You don’t tug on Superman’s
cape; you don’t spit into the wind. And you
don’t mess around with Jen.AP has, through Yahoo
News, put up an interview with Jenny Sanford,
and it is a doozy. Do go read the entire piece,
it is totally deserving. Many key questions are
addressed, and Jenny Sanford puts on a tour de
force.
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THE VALUE OF THE
HOMETEAM
Sports are a fickle thing, they bring out the
best and the worst of people. Professional
sports franchises often come, in a way, to
define their cities. But what is their intrinsic
value? What does it mean when they leave? The
City of Phoenix may be about to find out.

YO HO YO HO, IT’S THE
RISK MANAGEMENT LIFE
FOR THEE
Pirates! Arrrr, they’re teh new sharks matey.
Scary! And we should rightly be worried about
this pirate problem, because CNN, MSNBC and the
print have been relentlessly telling us so.
First it was the seizure of the quasi American
flagged cargo ship Maersk Alabama, and now the
pesky pirates have snared an Italian tugboat
too. But is the problem really that widespread?
Maybe not.

MY SEEDS
I’m going to make one crazy rainbow stew in
about August.
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GETTING THEIR KICKS:
THE AMERICAN-SAUDI
GO AROUND COME-
AROUND
Despite a decent amount of negativity roiling
around the socio-political scene lately, on a
fine Saturday night right here in the ole USA,
this gives me a lot of heart somehow:Then, with
a scream of revving engines, it begins: a yellow
Corvette and a red Mitsubishi go head to head,
racing down the road at terrifying speeds, just
inches apart.
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